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THE DISCOVERIES OF BOHRIUM, HASSIUM,MEITNERIUM, AND THE NEW REGIONOF DEFORMED SHELL NUCLEIGottfried MünzenbergGesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung (GSI) mbH, Plankstrasse 1,D-64220 Darmstadt, Germanyand Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, Germanye-mail: g.muenzenberg�gsi.de(Reeived November 11, 2002)Dediated to Adam Sobizewski in honour of his 70th birthdayThe investigation of the light trans-atinide elements was not only ex-iting as it inluded the disovery of a number of new hemial elements.It led also to the disovery of a new region of shell nulei existing beyondthe marosopi stability limit. Theory explained this in terms of a newshell region of deformed nulei whih bridge the trans-uranium nulei andthe predited superheavy elements. This ontribution will give a brief his-tori overview over these disoveries, experimental developments, and theimpat on ongoing and future superheavy-element researh.PACS numbers: 21.10.Dr, 23.60.+e, 25.85.Ca, 27.90.+b1. IntrodutionOne of the fundamental questions is, how many hemial elements anexist, and what is the limitation of their number. Already with the disoveryof �ssion it beame lear that the number of hemial elements is limitedby this deay mode. In the marosopi desription this limit is loatednear rutherfordium (Z = 104), the heaviest atinide element. With thedevelopment of the nulear shell model the question arose, where the nextdouble shell losure above 208Pb is loated and whether it ould be strongenough to allow the existene of superheavy nulei beyond the liquid droplimit. Sine those times the ultimate goal of heavy-element researh is thesynthesis and investigation of the superheavy elements, a new kind of nulearspeies whih exist only by shell stabilisation.The early investigations of the trans-atinide nulei were arried out withthe gas-jet tehnique and led to the disovery of dubnium and seaborgium[1,2℄. The heavy nulei produed by omplete fusion of heavy ions reoil from(1947)



1948 G. Münzenbergthe target, are stopped in a gas ell, and transported through a thin apillaryto surfae barrier detetors where they are identi�ed by their deay hara-teristis with the alpha�alpha parent�daughter-orrelation method [3℄. Thistehnique is limited to half-lives of seonds. A method, appliable to �ssion-ing speies, was the rotating drum [4℄. The target material, deposited atthe surfae of a rotating ylinder, serves simultaneously as stopper for thefusion produts. The �ssion fragments emerging from the deay of the heavynulei stiking at the ylinder surfae are deteted with mia trak detetors.The rotation veloity of the ylinder determines the aessible half-live re-gion whih ranges down to milliseonds. Consequently only alpha-emitterswith half-lives of seonds and �ssion with half-lives down to milliseondswere known. The heaviest element for whih �-deay had been observed sofar was seaborgium. All elements beyond were reported to undergo spon-taneous �ssion. This was in good agreement with theory and systematis.Systematis as well as theory [5℄ predited �ssion half-lives to derease belowmilliseonds for the trans atinide elements. Aording to these preditionsthe superheavy nulei form an island, well separated from the trans uraniumelements.The situation hanged with the appliation of the in-�ight separationtehnique. Separation times beame as short as miro seonds. Alpha deayas well as �ssion ould be deteted at the same time in the same detetordown to this limit. This new tehnique opened the way to the full explorationof the trans-atinide region [1, 2℄.2. Separation in-�ight and the parent�daughter methodfor heavy-element identi�ationThe key to the disovery and investigation of short lived nulides at thevery limits of nulear stability is the separation in-�ight. It is fast, sensitive,and independent from the hemial properties of the speies to separate.The separation time, determined by the �ight time through the separator, isof the order of miro seonds. The break-through with in-�ight separationfor heavy-element researh was the investigation of the trans-atinide regionwith SHIP. Up to then the odd-mass isotopes of rutherfordium, whih are�-emitters with half-lives of seonds were deteted with the helium gas-jetwhereas the even�even isotopes undergoing spontaneous �ssion with deaytimes of milliseonds were observed with the rotating drum. With SHIP forthe �rst time the simultaneous measurement of �ssion and �-deay beamepossible.The experiments at SHIP gave the �rst unambiguous proof for the oldheavy fusion, the prodution of weakly exited heavy ompound nulei byomplete fusion using lead or bismuth targets, as proposed by Oganessian



The Disoveries of Bohrium, Hassium Meitnerium, and. . . 1949[6℄, by the observation of the 1n-hannel in irradiations of 208Pb with 50Tileading to 257Rf. This indiates the prodution of old ompound nuleiwith exitation energies of lose to 10 MeV [7℄. Cooling down the ompoundnuleus by the evaporation of only one neutron assures the largest survivalprobability for the heaviest, extremely �ssile elements. It opened the wayto the prodution of the new elements of Bohrium to Z = 112 [8℄, seeontribution of S. Hofmann to this volume.The veloity �lter SHIP (Separator for Heavy Ion reation Produts),Fig. 1, is a kinemati separator, using the spei� properties of ompletefusion produts to reoil with enter of mass veloity from the reation target[9℄. Lead or bismuth targets with a thikness of about 0.5 mg/m2 areused. The reation produts reoil almost unretarded from the thin target.To improve the separation quality, SHIP is a ombination of two veloity�lters with separated eletrostati and magneti de�etion �elds. Magnetiquadrupole triplets at the entrane ollet the reoils with almost the fullsolid angle. At the symmetry plane the projetile beam is separated fromthe reoils. A quadrupole triplet at the exit fouses the reoils onto thedetetor system.

Fig. 1. Shemati view of the veloity �lter SHIP as used for the early experiments.All in-�ight separated nulei are identi�ed atom-by-atom by their nuleardeay harateristis with the use of the ��� parent�daughter-orrelation [3℄.At SHIP the parent�daughter orrelation tehnique has been developed tothe highest possible sensitivity, the identi�ation of new isotopes or even el-ements by individual atoms [10℄. The implantation of the in-�ight separatedreoils into a position sensitive silion detetor allows to follow their indi-vidual history in situ over hours or even days. Thin arbon foil seondary-eletron detetors allow for time-of �ight measurement to give a rough in-formation on the reoil mass in ombination with the energy signal from theimplantation.



1950 G. Münzenberg3. The disoveries of elementsbohrium (107), hassium (108), and meitnerium (109)Element 107, meitnerium, has been produed in irradiations of 209Bi with54Cr [11℄. In the �rst experiment the isotope 262107, formed by the evapora-tion of one neutron from the ompound nuleus, was identi�ed on the basis ofsix deay hains, one of them originating from an isomeri state. The rosssetion was 0.2 nb. The hains were assigned using the parent�daughter-orrelation method. For this purpose the daughter isotopes of element 105had to be investigated before this experiment as they were unknown at thattime (Fig. 2). They were produed in a ompanion experiment irradiating209Bi with 50Ti. This proedure ensured the best performane in terms ofexperimental unertainties inluding the alibration proedure and stabilityof the set-up. In a later experiment the isotope with mass 261 was observed.These results were on�rmed later.
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Fig. 2. The �rst deay hain of element 107 together with two deay hains fromthe orresponding daughter nulides of element 105.



The Disoveries of Bohrium, Hassium Meitnerium, and. . . 1951The question was to whih element to proeed next. Aording to sys-tematis, the ross setion for the prodution of element 108 in an irradiationof 208Pb with 58Fe should be only by a fator of three smaller than the onefor element 107. On the other hand, to observe �-hains, essential for theassignment of the new element, it would be more safe to proeed to element109, bohrium. From theory as well as from the systematis of �ssion isomersit was known, that the hindrane fator for �ssion would be of the order of103 for eah odd nuleon, highest for an odd-Z element and its odd-N iso-tope. So we deided to proeed to element 109, in spite of the fat that weexpeted a ross setion to be smaller by a fator of ten as ompared to 107.

Fig. 3. The �rst deay hain of element 109.The experiment was suessful: Element 109 was identi�ed by the observa-tion of one single atom (Fig. 3) in the irradiation of 209Bi with 58Fe of 250 hduration with an integral ion dose of 7�1017 [12℄. The assignment based ona areful statistial analysis to exlude that the observed hain is a randomsequene of events and to �nd the most probable assignment by ompar-ing the observed daughter deays to all possible deay paths along knownisotopes. The assignment was di�ult as the daughter �-deay was not de-teted with its full energy. It had esaped the implantation detetor so thatonly the observed time interval ould be used. The hain was terminatedby �ssion. The �-deay energy of 266109 was measured to 11.10 MeV, thehalf-live about 3.5 milliseonds. The prodution ross setion is of the orderof 15 pb. This result was on�rmed later in a number of experiments [8℄. Anindependent and very interesting on�rmation ame from a series of hem-ial experiments at Dubna [13℄ in whih the long-lived end-member of thishain, 246Cf was identi�ed by its �-deay after o�-line hemial separation,and in two sueeding GSI experiments [8℄.



1952 G. MünzenbergAfter this positive and unexpeted result, the observation of �-deay forelement 109, we were optimisti to start the synthesis of element 108, has-sium. This was produed in irradiations of 208Pb with 58Fe. For the samereason as in the synthesis of element 107, in a preeding ompanion exper-iment the synthesis of element 106 isotopes was arried out in irradiationswith 54Cr. Three �-deay hains from the element 108-isotope with mass265 were identi�ed. Their �-deay energy is 10.36 MeV, the half-life lose to2 ms [14℄. The example of the analysis and assignment proedure is givenin Fig. 4. The �rst step is the analysis of the �-spetrum taken betweenthe aelerator beam-bursts, without any further ondition. It shows pre-

Fig. 4. The �-spetra analysed for the identi�ation of element 108 by its isotopewith mass 265 with various analysing onditions. Please note that only those alphasfrom element 108 whih appear in the beam pause are analysed in the spetra [14℄.dominantly ontaminants from the transfer produts polonium, astatine andradon. Most of those are suppressed when the mass orrelation is introdued,e.g. the ondition that the �-deay is measured after the implantation of areoil. The bakground disappears after setting a window on the masses ofthe implanted reoils. The next spetra show the daughter and granddaugh-ter deays. The heaviest doubly even isotope 264108 was also observed as an�-emitter, but unfortunately only as an esape, e.g. not with its full energy,



The Disoveries of Bohrium, Hassium Meitnerium, and. . . 1953so the Q�-value ould only be estimated from the measured time interval us-ing a Geiger�Nuttal systematis adapted to the heaviest elements [14℄.Theseresult were on�rmed later [8℄. The striking result was the observation of �-deay for all three hains, a lear indiation for an enhanement of stabilitywith respet to �ssion, not expeted from the earlier preditions.4. The new shell region around hassiumThe observation that �-deay dominates in the deay of elements 107,108, and 109 points towards a stabilisation against �ssion in the exploredregion. In fat, already the analysis of the element 106-isotopes with masses259, 260, and 261, and the earlier observed one with mass 263, are �-emitters[15℄. The doubly even 260106 has a �ssion branh of 50%. This was thediret proof of a result whih was dedued earlier form a series of rossbombardments with the rotating drum [16℄.

Fig. 5. Experimental shell orretion energies (lower panel) and �ssion barrierheights (upper panel) along the N�Z = 48 �-hain [14℄.To investigate the mirosopi orretions, an analysis of the ground-state masses obtained from the measured Q�-values of the doubly even nu-lides with the N�Z = 48 isotopes along the �-hain starting from 264108has been made [14, 15℄. From the ground state mass the shell orretionenergy was obtained using a marosopi-mirosopi referene. The result,displayed in Fig. 5, learly shows the inrease of the mirosopi energy to-wards element 108, where it apparently saturates at a value lose to 6 MeV,roughly half of the shell strength of the doubly magi 208Pb, the strongest



1954 G. Münzenbergshell we know in nature. Even more striking is the result that the �ssion bar-riers from uranium to element 108 are almost onstant, and lose to 6 MeV.They were obtained to a rough approximation by adding the experimentalmirosopi orretion to a marosopi �ssion barrier taken from a system-atis [18℄. Both results agree well with theory inluding the �ssion barrierheights [17℄.The origin of this enhaned stability an only be revealed by a theoretialanalysis. A thorough theoretial investigation analysis of the propertiesof the trans-atinide elements [19℄ showed that the enhaned stability ofthe trans-atinide nulei is due to a shell gap at Z = 108 and N = 162,assoiated with a hexadeapole deformation in the ground state. The mapof alulated shell orretion energies for the trans-atinide nulei, Fig. 6,shows the new shell region, interonneting the trans-uranium elements andthe predited region of superheavy nulei around Z = 114. It shows amaximum at 270108 with shell orretion energies of up to 7 MeV, in exellentagreement with the experimental data, taking into aount that these endat 264108, still six neutrons remote from the maximum. This �nding haddramati onsequenes for the investigation of the heavy and superheavyelements. It opened a ompletely new region of the nulear hart for heavy-element researh and made a bridge to the superheavy elements, whih allowsto approah them stepwise.

Fig. 6. Groundstate shell orretions for the region from lead to the spherialsuperheavy elements [21℄.The theoretial analysis of the �ssion barriers explained, on the �rstglane inonlusive observation, that the �ssion barriers are onstant fromuranium to element 108 while the partial �ssion half-lives drop from8�1015 yr for 238U to 1 ms for 264Hs, by more than 23 orders of magnitude.Fig. 7 gives the explanation [20℄: The �ssion barriers of the trans-atinides,reated only by the mirosopi e�ets, are extremely narrow, whereas the�ssion barriers of the atinides, dominated by marosopi e�ets, are thik.



The Disoveries of Bohrium, Hassium Meitnerium, and. . . 1955

Fig. 7. Calulated �ssion barrier for 260106, as a typial trans-atinide shell barrier[17℄.As the �ssion half live is related to the barrier penetrability p and thenumber n of barrier assaults per unit time, the half-life isT1=2 = ln2pnwith p = �1 + exp(2�Bf )~!f ��1=2 ;where Bf denotes the height of the �ssion barrier and ~!f the barrier urva-ture. The barrier urvature, respetively thikness, varies signi�antly fromthe liquid drop harater to the typial shell barrier, and appears in theexponential, whih explains the dramati hanges in half-life. Fig. 7 alsoshows the shallow liquid drop barrier of less than 0.5 MeV, whih is not ableto stabilise the nuleus against spontaneous disintegration.In onlusion, the theoretial alulations, as illustrated in Fig. 7, provetwo important new fats:� the trans-atinide nulei are shell nulei, they exist only by mirosopistabilisation;� the new shell region interonnets the atinides, at the upper end ofthe hart of nulides, to the predited region of spherial superheavynulei. This has dramati onsequenes for experiment: it reates thepossibility to approah the superheavy nulei stepwise along this newbridge.



1956 G. Münzenberg5. New opportunities for SHE researhThe impliation of this new region of deformed shell nulei on half-liveshas also been investigated [17℄. Fig. 8 shows the half-lives of the nulidesaround the new shell region. The nulides above element 106 are preditedto be �-emitters with half-lives of above milliseonds, ranging up to hundred
Fig. 8. Predited half-lives for the trans-atinide nulei.seonds. This opens the trans-atinide region not only for investigations within-�ight methods, but also for hemial investigations, and atomi physis.In fat the disovery of this new shell region is the basis of the ongoing heavy-element researh. It opened the region for three more new elements [8℄, 110,111, and 112. Only reently Dubna reports experimental results on elements114, and 116, entering the region of the spherial SHE [22℄.

Fig. 9. A shemati view of the SHIPTRAP setup with the gas stopper ell, theion guide, and a time-of-�ight mass spetrometer.The omparatively long half-lives of the order of seonds allowed to hem-ially investigate the elements seaborgium, meitnerium, and reently evenhassium [23℄. New opportunities will be opened with SHIPTRAP, a trappositioned behind SHIP to investigate nulear, atomi, and hemial prop-erties of the heaviest elements [24℄. Fig. 9 shows a shemati sketh of thesetup. The atoms separated in-�ight with SHIP are stopped in a gas elland then gas ooled and transported to a trap system. First experiments



The Disoveries of Bohrium, Hassium Meitnerium, and. . . 1957will be arried out with a multi-re�etion time-of �ight spetrometer whihwill not only help for determination of the mass number, but also allow fordiret mass measurement. Having passed the time-of �ight mass spetrom-eter they an be implanted into silion surfae-barrier detetors for deaystudies. 6. ConlusionThe exploration of the trans-atinide elements with the in-�ight methodled to the disovery of a new shell region, interonneting the trans-uraniumelements and the predited region of superheavy elements. It reated thebasis of present heavy-elements researh. The omparatively long half-livesallowed also hemial investigations and will open this region for investiga-tions in ion traps.The lose ollaboration with theoretiians, and in partiular with AdamSobizewski and his shool helped to understand these results, to revealthe origin of the experimentally enhaned stability. The preditions basedon these theoretial models will help to explore the heaviest elements SHEphysis and lead us on the way to the spherial superheavy nulei.We always highly appreiate the lose onnetion with Adam Sobizewski,the inspiring and always fruitful disussions, and his eminent ontributionto the understanding and the physial interpretation of our experimental re-sults whih largely ontributed to the disovery of the deformed shell nuleiaround hassium. REFERENCES[1℄ G. Münzenberg, Rep. Prog. Phys. 51, 57 (1988).[2℄ P. Armbruster, Ann. Rev. Nul. Part. Si. 35, 135 (1985).[3℄ A. Ghiorso et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 33, 1490 (1974).[4℄ Yu. Ts. Oganessian et al., Nul. Phys. A239, 157 (1975).[5℄ J. Randrup et al., Phys. Rev. C13, 229 (1976).[6℄ Yu. Ts. Oganessian, Leture Notes in Physis, Springer, Berlin, 33, 221 (1974).[7℄ G. Münzenberg et al., Pro. Atinides-1981 Conferene, Pai� Grove, Cali-fornia, Sept. 1981, ed. N.E. Edelstein, Pergamon, New York 223.[8℄ S. Hofmann, G. Münzenberg, Rev. Mod. Phys. 72, 733 (2000).[9℄ G. Muenzenberg et al., Nul. Instr. Meth. 161, 65 (1979).[10℄ S. Hofmann et al. Nul. Instr. Meth. 223, 312 (1984).[11℄ G. Münzenberg et al., Z. Phys. A333, 163 (1979).[12℄ G. Münzenberg et al., Z. Phys. A315, 145 (1984).
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